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Prairie View athletics shines in international spotlight
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By John Scott
News Editor

History.
That's what occurred
when it was announced that
Prairie View A&M's (PVAMU)
male track team was the
Southwestern Athletic Conference (SWAC) Indoor champi-

cally black colleges & universities (HBCUs) were only allowed the opportunity to compete with other HBCUs which
resulted in these championships garnering little or no
national recognition outside
the black community.
Societal advances
since then afforded the basketball team this year, the
chance to not only compete in
the international spotlight
against schools outside of the
HBCU category, but to also
attain the dubious honor of
entering the history books as

ons, an announcement that the only team to ever enter
thhad never before occurred for the National Colle ·
letica
Asaociation
(NCAA)
this achoo\ before - eveT.
A. few weeks later, toul'llament with a losing
Prairie View entered the bis- reco-rd of 13-16.

torybooks again when its male
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Pictured are: Row 1 - Hoover J. Wright, Yolanda Thomas, Frie Gaither,
John Dimas, Trent Harris, Mike Conley, Will Garner, Nathaniel Gross,
Tony Austin, Ebony Brown, Chris Clay, Clifton Gilliard. Row 2 Kimberly Allums, James Williams, John Henderson, DeGabriel Gipson,
Conner, March, Dakari Lenear. Row 3- VincentMcGuffy, JamieO'Neal,
Erick McLemore, Marlon Hargrove, Houston Watson, Lewis Turner,
Derrick Lewis (not pictured is Lamar Adams).

basketball team overcame a
20-point deficit in the second
half of its conference championship game to win the SWAC.
PVAMU's mens basketball team had never won
the conference finals in the
132-year history of the school.
The closest the school had ever
come to anything resembling
this championship was in two '·
wins in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) championships 36
years ago in 1961 and 1962. At that time, histori-

HBCU presidents, leaders show support for all-star challenge

Page 10
Read your
horoscope

By Eric-Chamel Gaither
Special to the Panther

Presidents of historically black colleges and universities traveled to Orlando,
Florida on March 13-16 to support students representing
their respective universities in
the 1998 Honda Campus AllStar Challenge (HCASC).
The HCASC theme,
"On The Move," fittingly described the presidents' activities during the three-day aca-

demic challenge, in which 320
students participated.
"I'm very appreciative I had the opportunity to
be here and see (the students)
play," said Frederick S.
Humphries, president of
Florida A&M University.
Dr. Henry Ponder,
president of the National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education, said
HCASC competitors should
have the support of their institutions.
''The colleges and uni-

versities are there to help
make students better in what
they want to do," Ponder said.
Participants agreed
that universities with supportive representatives finished
atop the list of the 64 competing teams. ·
"From my personal
observations of teams that
scored in the top 10," said second-year HCASC participant
Danielle White of Prairie View

see Honda on page 7

Though they were
ousted in the first round from
the field of 64 selected teams,
the game was seen all over the
world, bringing visibility and
notoriety to the school, not to
mention money.
According to the basketball programs head coach
Elwood Plummer, the school
was given $250,000 for playing in the first round of the
tournament. PVAMU will
keep 60 percent or roughly

,see Histo

CAMPUS
ALL*STAR
CHALLENGE .
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Pacifism stifles Generation X

By Tiara
M. Ellis
Editor-in-Chief

Her screams are
heard across the yard, butwill
anyone help? Probably not.
The stigma ofour generation is pacifism. We do not
get involved. We do not have
any fire. We are Generation
X.

Everyone born between the years 1960-1970
falls into this category with X
representing the unknown
It is that uninvolved
attitude that has our society
in such a state of disarray.
As college students,
we partake of a smaller society.
College is a microcosm. We have more direct
contact with our leaders and
are more accessible to those in
power.
To see the laissez faire
attitude taken by my classmates enrages and saddens
me.

I know everyone is
tired ofhearing George Bush's
name but he is a perfect example. In the beginning, everyone jumped on the bandwagon of refusing hini as a
speaker.
All of a sudden, we
were full offire and a common
goal. There were talks of boycotts and sit-ins. But that purpose did not last long.
A few weeks later
things were back to normal students showing no interest.
Baby-boomers would
call the police and offer cautious assistance. Today's Generation X would simply ignore
the situation and leave the
area
I recently witnessed a
discussion between two middle
class baby-boomers. They
wanted to know why Generation X has taken on such a
blase' attitude towards everyday injustices.
I could understand
their
questioning
my
generation's lack of spirit.
There are times when
I don't understand why only a
small crowd sees the injustices faced around the world
or even simply on this campus.

Sister speaks about who's to blame
By Santee's Bowers
Panther Staff
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Here I am, back to the
same place I was several
months ago. Single, Black, and
still a woman through it all,
and coming to the realization
that everyone wants nice
things in his or her life.
Whether they are
clothes, jewelry, cars, or for
some women, someone else's
man.
With all the obstacles
in life, why do some go the
extra step to make living more
difficult for others?
These females step in
a 'good-girl' relationship to
reek havoc and make the
brother believe that she is a
more worthy friend. From this
relentless effort, if they are
really trying to 'save-a-man'
they should quit, try to save
face, and not waste their time.
Keep it real. Let's face
the facts.
On a campus where

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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some men think they have
'game,' they are not going to
stay in a meaningless situation or relationship.
These ladies do not
understand that if this real
man was going through so
much adversity, he would take
the initiative to get out of the
relationship.
The down fall of the
relationship can't be completely placed on the sisters;
don't forget about the brothers. The blame for the separatian should be placed on the
brother who was influenced to
make a decision between his
girlfriend and his friend - who
just happened to be a girl.
Now, don't think that
this brother is confused or
merely simple-minded.
When it comes down
to the bottom line, the brothers' manhood was being tested.
Itwasonlyamatterof
time before the friend would
convince the brother in the
middle to upset his 'good girl'.

Covetousness carries prison sentence for princes and paupers Phone registration: 'Give it a rest'
"Ifl knew then what I
know now." Or, "If I coulda',
woulda', shoulda'...."
I don't want to come
acrossasiffdeataisourgrapes;
asifmyjawsaretightwithfury
and my teeth are on edge. I will
not play the blame game.
Leaning ontoday'stendency for embracing exculpatory psychosocial theories and
remedies is not my style.
There is greatvalidity
too, and justification for, excusing those who succumb to peerpressure and/or lash-<mt in an
unlawful effort to raise their
ownest.eem.
But choice does enter
every thinking person's actions. Choice of action and being responsible for oneself are
also greatly valid
Insider trading, burglaxy, embezzlement, forgery,
extortion, fraud, possession
with intent to distribute, armed
robbery, and shoplifting. Besides having in common the
fact that all ofthese actions are
prosecutableunderthelaw;they

also share a common point of
origin. All of these actions are
bom through the spirit ofcovetousness. Their origin is from
within the heart and mind of
humankind
Black and white; rich
or poor; young and old. Individuals ofall cla$es, races, and

.9
socio-economic levels give reign
to feeding the spirit that says all
money is good money.
Committingcrimeisnot
the poor man's game. Committing crime is the game of the
coveter. Chasing other people's
money and other people's property is the game of princes and
paupers alike.
In my formative years,
I was inundated with imagery...
as -all normal children were. l
spent those yean in a middleclass milit.aiy family.

I never knew hw:iger.

My Christmases were chock-full
of toys, treats, and all the trapping and trimmings. I was always clothed, including having
expensive winter clothing in sulr
zero Alaskan winters.
Both ofmy parents lived at home

Submission Policy
for Letters to the Editor

andwewereatwo-incomefamily. Things and money were a
major portion of my childhood
imagery. I never NEEDED to
steal .. I WANTED to.
The incidents and det.ails are far too numerous to
enumerate herein; but, I will
say that I knew the difference
between right and wrong at an
Telephone registration... telephone registration... I
early age.
have
heard
this so much I am almost ready to scream. It is a
I firstgotcaughtsteal'
nice
thought,
!>Ut the probability of that happening on this
ing at the age ofeight. rd stolen
· campus is almost nil.
ajar of ooins during a visit at a
TIDS IS MY PERSONAL OPINION - let me make
neighbor's house; neighbors
that
perfectly
clear.
whom I genuinely loved. I had
·
I
read
the article in the last Panther Newspaper
hurt them and they wanted to
"Phone
registration
'off the hook'".
knowwhy.
The
article
states,
according to Mr. Ron Cornelius to
Ateight,fdknownthat
confirm
this
statement
because
I have personally been
pennies and nickels could be
involved
with
registrations
on
this
campus for the past 22
traded for candy at the store. I
years.
knew I liked candy and I knew
I will not get int o what he says transpired between
it took money-paper and
his
interview
and the printing of the article, and it is not
coins-to get it.
important
how
long Prairie View A&M University has
I took thefustmoney I
utilized
computers
in the process of registration AND l will
saw. Itwasn'tuntilaft.erateary
not
delude
myself
into
thinking that our registration p-rocess
eyed interrogation and explais without problems BU'r all of us need to undentand,
nation from the neighbo-rs that
telephone registl:ation is not {really) an option tor us {again,
I knew what stealing was.
my opinion).
The concept was further clarified when my
m
tannedmyhideoncelgothome.
On that day, I leazned

thatbeingstoJen fromhurts the
victim; and I learned thatstealinghadconsequencesthatcould
hurt me. But I continued.

See

Prison on page 6

Anyone who reads The Panther can submit a letter to
the editor at P. 0. Box 2876, Prairie View, TX 77446
or in the Memorial Student Center, room 114. All
submissions are subject to editing and must incl,!-lde the
author's name and telephone number.
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prevent an effective telephone registration proc
There is always talk about u,/epbone registration,
and talk about University of Houston, Brigham Young
University (mentioned in the Panther), Texas A&M University, Rice, as well as others.
All universities I have ever heard mentioned in the

same context of telephone registration have circumstances
much different from Prairie View - for example: Prairie
View has a problem with classes starting after the second
day of PRE-registration. This means that the size of classes
(here) is a problem. Have you ever talked to students at
these "othei" universities to see how large their classes are?
Another example: ... the "Holds" that are placed on
students (here) make telephone registration almost impossible. In the process of registration, we use more terminals
to deal with students' "Holds" than·we use for inputting
courses (makes you wanna say, hummmm).
Let's not forget about TASP problems. I challenge
anyone and everyone to check university statistics about
failure rates associated with the TASP tests. That in itself
eliminates many people from participating in a telephone
registration. I feel comfortable in saying that the "other"
universities mentioned in terms of telephone registration do
not have comparable TASP problems.
I do not want to even get into the cost of software
and hardware it would take to facilitate telephone registration ....
The mention of telephone registration for Prairie
View A&M University and why other (larger) universities
can use telephone registration is like comparing apples and
oranges. We try to make our apples look like oranges, but
no matter what you do, an apple and an orange will never be
the same.
I would like to concentrate on making (serious)
improvements to the present registration process THEN
start looking at other registration alternatives.

Darryl Kemp
Information Processing Services
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CAMPUS NEWS

Jn Review:
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Todd Silmon
Panther Staff
Every year students anxiously await the arrival of Spring fest on the campus of Prairie View A&M
University, but last year's festivities left many with feelings of total disappointment.
Arnez J and T P Hearns graced students with their outrageous comedy, but only accounted for one
night of what was a supposed week of planned activities.
The lack of entertainment in last year's Spring fest concluded with students gaining only a tarnished image of the annual event.
'The concert is always the most anticipated event of spring fest," said senior Frank Tillman. "And
since last year there wasn't a concert, Spring fest '98 is a drastic improvement."
Those intended to appear in concert last year included music artist Outkast, Mo Thugs, and Do or
Die, none of which performed.
However, Spring fest in 1998 consisted of more than a concert. Names such as actor Larenz Tate,
musical groups 112 and Jagged Edge, rappers W.C., Ice Cube, and the 5th Ward Boyz, and comedians
Bruce Bruce, and A J Johnson, were all scheduled to appear.
Ora Washington, senior psychology major commented, "Spring fest in 1997 was a huge disappointment, so I was really surprised at the at this year's guest list."
An array of activities including the Panther Lounge and the celebrity basketball game were aimed
at making Spring fest 1998 a success.

The talent of" 5th Ward Boyz" showed on the court

In the celebrity/student basketball game the aud~ence enjoyed singers, radio spokespersons, and professional football players who participated in the game. Mad
Ha~ from 97.9 the Box hosted the game.

The
Southwestern
Athletic Conference indoors track
and field champion PVAMU
Panthers will headline the 69th
runningofthePrairie View Relays
thisSaturdayatBlackshear Field
beginning at 9 am.
Later in the evening, ten
t.eams will stomp it out in the
Baby Domeforbraggingrights for
being the best "fleet feet" in
Stompfest '98.

·
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CAMPUS NEWS&&

month to poverty-stricken History Club, and Mr. Prairie
children,
Kid-Care also pro- View through the Office of PVAMU public safety director provides tips
Special to The Panther
vides programs such as schol- Student Activities hosted the
The Psychology Club/ arships, tutorials, school sup- first annual Maafa Commemoburglary and theft on campus
Association ofBlack Psycholo- ply drives, and summer camps. ration Program, featuring au- By LaToya Moore
Rayford V. Stephens,
gists held dime drives to raise
The Psychology Club, thor and psychologist Dr. Panther Staff
Director of Public Safety,
money for Kid-Care, a pri- under the advisement of Dr. Na'im Akbar of Tallahassee
stressed the need for students
vately-funded foundation Janice Beal and Dime Drive Florida.
'
Students are encour- to prepare themselves by
founded in 1984 by Hurt and Coordinator,
Shannon
Currently, the Psy- aged to be safe and aware of thinking ahead and utilizing
Carol Porter of Houston. It is Fraizer, donated approxi- chology Club/Association of crimes to protect themselves the resources that are on camrecognized as the first meals mately $200 to Kid-Care, Inc. Black Psychologists, under the while attending Prairie View
pus like the 13 blue telephones
on wheels in the nation speOnMarch 17,thePsyA&M University (PVAMU).
which provide direct lines to
cifically for children.
chology Club/Association of
At first glance, statis- the police station.
In addition to deliver- Black Psychologists, in contics from 1996 might cause
Stephens also said
ing over 21,000 meals each junction with NCobra, the
students to conclude that there that when walking on campus
See Psych on page 15
has been a rise in campus at night, students should
Forensic team makes a statement for black colleges crime; but, crimes reported in never walk alone, and if alone,
1997 actually suggested that they should use any of the
Communications Department
there has been a decrease.
blue phones to call for an esPrairie View, TX
Specifically, statistics cort or use the escort service
obtained from PVAMU's uni- line which allows students to
. . The ~~e Vi~w A&M (PVAMU) University Forensic Team recently continued its
winnmg tradition dunng spring break.
versity police showed that call from anywhere on camthere was a decrease in crimes' pus. A patrol officer will pick
· . Each of the four PVAMU students who participated in the tournament this March
related to rape and aggravated up anyone and take them back .
left with awards, special recognition and high ratings.
assault, and an increase in to their residence.
.
I~ the Pi Kappa Delta Bi-Province Forensic Tournament at McNeese State University held m Lake Charles, Louisiana, the Prairie View team competed against fourteen other
schools who are members of the honor fraternity for speech and debate.
"You will need to know how to use
Representing Prairie View were senior Ingrid Baker freshmen Eunrekea Moore
and Red Williams, and sophomore Quevarra Moten.
'
mace or pepper spray so·you wi\\
Baker captured the "Superior' award in Dramatic Interpretation receiving three
not harm yourself. You should
first place rankings in all of her rounds.
'
t.hin.k about. -what. -you 'have \n. -yoUT
Moore received an award Q.f "Excellent" in poetry interpTetation and waa the on\y
participant out of all the poetry entries to receive the highest rating which earned him a
possession that can be used as
selection in the Forensic Showcase where students with superior ratings are spotlighted for
weapons.
For eianiple, a nail l'ile, a
their performances.
balJ point pen, a pencil, or a set of
Sophomore Moten, a 1997 Pi Kappa Delta National award winner, received an
"Excellent" award in prose interpretation along with Williams who also received an
keys. If you don't have a weapon
"Excellent" award in dramatic interpretation.
and you are in a dangerous area,
"I am extremely proud of these students. They practiced day and night and
represented the university extremely well," said Forensic Director and Coach, Jacqueline
look for a sharp object like a glass
Davis.
bottle to carry with you."
Dr. Milliard Eiland, Head of the Department of Communications, hailed the
achievements saying, "What a wonderful way to end the year of competition. The forensic
students and their coach have worked very hard this year, and they deserve our high
- Ray V. Stephens
commendation for a job well done."
PVAMU was the only historically black college or university (HBCU) represented
in this highly competitive speech tournament.
CAMPUS CRIME PREVENTION TIPS
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The university field house was
filled with people for laughing excitement with the performances ofcomedian
Bruce Bruce and racy comedienne Sheryl
Underwood.

& ❖·&&1&2··& ·

By Rebecca Johnson

Seasonal event makes huge comeback

Dancing on the yard to Zydeco
rhythms, eating spicy sausage, dirty rice,
fried chicken, and fresh corn set-off the second day of festivities while later students
were winding down to the Panther Lounge's
soothing poetry and question and answer
session featuring Larenz Tate.

fd·h· ·

Psychology club serves university and nearby communities Thinking safeguards against crime

Spring fest 98' on the hill

Students came out to kick off
Spring fest with the "Devil's Advocate,•
a movie starring Al Pacino and Keanu
Reeves, and filled Hobart Taylor Recital
Hall to capacity.

't? ---· m

1998 ANNUAL FUND CAMPAIGN

"FOR A STRONGER PVAMU"

Seeking to Raise $1 . 5 Million by
August 31, 1998
supporting athletics scholarships, academic
scl}olarships and the greatest needs of the University.

~

The group "112" joined others in concert

Musical groups 112, Jagged Edge and W.C. performed in the Spring fest concert.

Dean Charles l.ewt:er of ~
the Johnson-Phillips All Faiths
Chapel invited everyone to "come
experience the love" at the ecumenical worship service on March
29 at 10:45 am.

Contact: Mrs. Carolyne Bradley • Oliver
PVAMO Office of Institutional Development
P.O. Box 4129, Prairie View, Tx. 77446-4129
(409) 857-4091 fax: (409) 857-3806

• Walk at a fast pace.
• Head straight for your destination if
walking alone at night.
• Be alert.
• Plan routes before leaving.
• If being attacked, remember that people
tend to ignore screams so yell out the
word "help" to catch someone's attention.
• In protecting yourself, think about what
weapon can be used if attacked and how
that weapon will be used.

Campus
crime is
a very
serious
issue.

If you are a witness to a
campus crime, please
contact the police station
at 85 7-4823.
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REGIONAL NEWS
Prison from page 3
By the time I was fourteen, I was on probation for
extortion and burglary. I was a
full-fledged thug. I wasn't just a
sneak-thiet: NO. I had began
making peers at school pay me a
daily fee. It was like Hobson's
Choice for them... pay the fee or
suffer the consequences.
Nothingdrovemetothe
stzeets. I wasnotabusedathome.
My parent.s were not only lawabiding, my dad was in law-enforcemeot.. They tried.
They spanked, punished, bribed.
cried and cajoled. Th.eydid everything good parents oould do to
raise me right. I had something
inside of me that ovemiled all
reason. Ihadsomethinginsideof
me that defied all psychosocial
theories and remedies.
"When the woman saw
that the tree was good for food,
and that it was a delight t.o the
eyes, and that the tree was desirable t.o make one wise, she t.ook
from its fruit an ate..."
(Genesis 3:6).
When covetousness is

vir-

spirit that led t.o my avarice, my
lawlessness. Covetousness was
a poisonous seed thateventnally
grew int.o murder.
Whathas allofthist.odo
with yru? I pray that it has no
moretn do with you than a casual
reading;just something a form.er
"Original Gangst.er'' is kicking at
you from a world you'll never see.
Butifyouareonewhois
inclined tn yield t.o temptation, t.o
covet your neighbors money or
property, I pray for you t.o st.op.
We all know about
Marion Barry, someone else's
crack rocks looked desirable t.o
him.

Prison can happen t.o

anyone.
Pleasestayonyourgood
course. Do not make anything
crooked which has been made
straight..
Butifyourpathhasbeen
bent, please pray for delivery before you are delivered up tn a
place like this.
This (prison) ain't nothing nire. God bless.
Scott Claboume is currently sero-

~u,~\a,a,\eesnessR.ud inga.sentenceintheAri.zonaState
peni.t.enttcu:y. He aaid The Po.ncan \:ieconll!l \he CO\D'l!e o{

one's life.

Covet.ousness was the

therwasaveryencoura.ging,positive voice.

Order Your Brick Today for the
ALUMNI PARK WALL!
Be Among the First 500 to be immortalized in Brick

DONT DELAY -- ORDER TODAY!

Ribbon Cutting Ceremony
Thursday, May 7, 1998
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LifeGift co-sponsors minority healthcare conference with PVAMU
plant.s. African-Americans are
hitharderbydevastatingcon.
. sequences ofdiabetes and high
lifeGtft blood pressure, minorities are
~ - - - - - - - - - - 50 percent more likely to be
Houston, TX
victims of violent crime, and
the chances of an African"Refl,ecticns on Mi- American male being killed in
nority Health Issues: Past, a homicide increased 184 perPresent and Future", was cent in the last decade.
Ivy Vincent, commudesigned as a tipiely inquiry
nity
liaison
for LifeGift Organ
to conclude February's Black
Donation
Center,
joined City
History Month celebrations.
Councilman
Felix
Fraga and
Isaac Smith, chairperson for
Dr.
Betty
Lewis,
assistant
to
the program committee for
SheliaJackson
Lee,
U.S.
Repthe Eta Delta Chapter of
Sigma Theta Tau, and Dr. resentative-Houston, at a conDollie Brathwaite, dean of ference to improve minority
the College of Nursing at health care.
More than 225 mediPrairie View A&M Univercal
professionals,
community
sity, designed the program
leaders
and
students
attended
to raise awareness of health
the
day-long
conference
in the
care challenges confronting
Texas
Medical
Center.
minority communities.
"African-Americans
Minority health care
make
up
a disproportionate
experts, community leaders
number
of
patients on the
and elected officials diswaiting
list
for organ transcussed the problems of deplants.
And
we historically
creasing health care benefits
have
had
a
lower
rate of conin an era of increasing violence and spreading disease. sent for organ donation in the
The special confer-

African-American commu-

ence shed light on
discrimination's lingering
impact on minority health.
Despite improvements in
medical technology and
healthcare, African-Americans are still at greater risk
of dying while waiting for
life-saving organ traris-

nity," said Vincent.
"When minorities
don't donate organs and tissues after death, the ones who
suffer most are other minority
patients waiting for the gift of
life and renewed health."
Vincent discussed the
greater need for minorities to

..........- - .... - .... .
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Keeping an eye on Texas

Warmer winter brings early spring
Statewide mean temperatures across Texas were kinder in January,
averaging nearly six degrees above nonnal. January was also wetter for
the north, central and
eastern portions of the state,
Departure fro!" ~ormal
which may account for the
temperature, '" F
ear1y signs of spring in
, ;,_
1
those areas.
.l· ·-· ~

• •
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For More Information Call
(409) 857-2245

donate organs and tissue due
to an increase in minority
patients waiting on the
transplant recipient list.
Lewis and Fragatold
their audience that having a
voice in the national debate
on healthcare reform was the
first step to receiving what
minority population wanted.
"A recent study reported that the most severe
health problems occur in minorities," said Fraga. "rhese
groups need educational support and a means (transportation) to get t.o medical centers."
Statistics show more
minorities are at greater risk
ofcontracting HIV and other
deadly diseases, and are
more likely to suffer violence
than Anglo-Americans,
while
receiving less
healthcare benefits.
"Attending this conference is one way to raise
community awareness and
increase support for
healthcare changes for minorities, Bretton Gilmore,
senior nursing student at
Prairie View A&M University, said after the panel discussion.
"Knowing this information, we healthcare students can change our focus
to meet modern day
healthcare needs."
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rial Student CenteT and also designed t.-shirt.s for the Meline
Sheriff's Po\ice De-part.tnent..
McGaughey, a native of Dallas, TX, has designed
logos, flyers, and t-shirt.s for various companies as well as
different organizations on campus.
Employed by the Bates Southwest advertising
agency, McGaughey honed his talents by participating in

~

VOTE

Runoff Election April 14
Early Voting April 6-10
Please accept this as my deepest expression or my profound and
excited appreciation for those of you who agree that Waller County needs a
change in leadership.
Thank You for the chance to dedicate my legal experience to public
service.
Thank You for allowing me into your homes, schools, churches and
businesses to speak to you about making more improvements in Waller
County.
Please go VOTE again on April 14, 1998.

She has what it takes to be the next County Judge
of Waller County as a HONEST, EDUCATED,
EXPERIENCED, and QUALIFIED LEADER.
71/2 years experience in County Govennent
Ag. Eco. (Business) Degree from Texas A&M
University
Community Involvement
Leadership Skills
Full Time Public Servant

GLENN TAYLOR
'82 GRAD PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
'89 GRAD THURGOOD MARSHALL SCHOOL OF LAW
@TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY

VOTE April 14th for Leadership into the 21th Cent
Make the Right Choice for
OPEN HONEST GOVERMENT
1 want to take the time to thank everyone who voted in the
March Primary election.
Your VOTE and SUPPORT

Prairie View art majors will feature their talents in
an exhibit entitled "The Art of Advertising."
Senior advertising art majors Michael Johnson and
Demarcus McGaughey will present a joint art project in the
gallery of the John B. Coleman Library from April 1-8.
"Over my tenure at Prairie View, I have sought to
broaden my knowledge and ~stic skills through constant
practice and dedication to my craft," said Johnson.
Johnson has also worked on school related and
outside project.s, designing the 1997 logo for the Mr. Prairie
View A&M University pageant, the 1997 Miss Prairie View
A&M University pageant stage design, 1997 Homecoming
stage design, and promotion and artwork for the "Ebony
Lyricism" poetry event.
He Teceived an art scholarship through the Memo-

the New Jack Renaissance Black History Exhibit, the
Annual Student Spring Exhibit, and the Houston Advertising Federation.
Johnson apd McGaughey will hold a reception on
Thursday, April 2, from 7:30 p.m. t.o 9 p.m. in the library.

ELECT
Laurie BETTIS

• I

Artist Demarcus McGaughey

Dept. of Engineering &
Architecture
Prairie View, TX

---·---------------

•

••
Come to the College of Eduction Job Fair -

SOURCES: Jonn Sharp, Texas Comptroller
of Public Accounts, and Texas State Climatologtst

Dr. Milliard Eiland, Head of the Department of Communications, hailed the achievements saying, "What a wonderful way to end the year of competition. The forensic
student.sand their coach have worked very hard this year, and
they deserve our high commendation for a job well done."
PVAMU was the only historically black college or
university (HBCU) represented in this highly competitive
speech tournament.

Artist Michael Johnson

I
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Student artists exhibit talent
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Precipitation above
normal In most
reporting stations

well," said Forensic Director and Coach, Jacqueline Davis.
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The Prairie View A&M (PVAMU) University Forensic
Team recently continued its winning tradition during spring
break.
Each of the four PVAMU students who participated in
the tournament this March left with awards, special recognition and high ratings.
In the Pi Kappa Delta Bi-Province Forensic Tournament at McNeese State University held in Lake Charles,
Louisiana, the Prairie View team competed against fourteen
other schools who are members of the honor fraternity for
speech and debate.
Representing Prairie View were senior Ingrid Baker,
freshmen Eunrekea Moore and Red Williams, and sophomore
Quevarra Moten.
Baker captured the "Superior" award in Dramatic
Interpretation, receiving three first place rankings in all ofher
rounds.
. Moore received an award of"Excellent" in poetry interpretation and was the only participant out of all the poetry
entries to receive the highest rating which earned him a
selection in the Forensic Showcase where students with superior ratings are spotlighted for their performances.
Sophomore Moten, a 1997 Pi Kappa Delta N ~tional
award winner, received an "Excellent" award in prose interpretation along with Williams who also received an "Excellent"
award in dramatic interpretation.
"I am extremely proud of these students. They practiced day and nigh and represente the university extremely

I
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Communication Dept.

·e View A&M Unive'liti _- •
College of Education
.. - ,

Wednesday, Apri 8, 1998
t.00 UL - 4;00 p.111.
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Prairie View A&M University
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18th Annual
EDUCATION JOB FAIR
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Pi Kappa Delta continues
winning tradition in speech
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VOTE APRIL 14 @ MSC
Your Vote & Support Will Be Greatly Appreciated
Political Advertising paid for by Glenn Taylor Campaign Fund
8-46 New Orleans Street, Sharon Burnup, Treasurer
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NATIONAL NEWS

Disease commonly known to women affects men
By Jo-Carolyn Goode
Panther staff

Three years ago, a
man woke up·and noticed a
blood stain on his shirt. He
dismissed it as a cut. He
later felt pain and decided
to visit his doctor. The blood
stain was actually a nipple
discharge which is a sign of
cancer. He was diagnosed
with breast cancer at a later
date.
Yes, men can die
from breast cancer.
As a matter of fact,

symptoms, other signs have
290 men died last year, and
recent studies indicated that been identified as
90 men die every 12 months
hyperestrogenism, or abnorfrom this rare disease for
mal secretion of hormone
men. Doctors are alarmed
estrogen; gynecomastia, or
at how this disease is
enlargement of the male
rapidly growing,
breast; and Klinefelter's
Breast cancer in men Syndrome which is detected
has been linked to smoking,
by reduced or absent sperm
alcohol abuse, obesity, and
production, small testicles,
high exposure to electromag- and enlarged breasts.
netic energy fields. Signs in
Doctors reported
males include tenderness of
that 95% of all cases seen
the breasts, skin ulceration,
occur after a lump in the
nipple retraction or inverbreast is already confirmed.
sion, and discharge from the
nipple.
Along with these
see Breast on page 15
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Panther Classified Ads

not just a stadium

Miscellaneous

NOW OPEN

FOR RENT

ONCAMPUS

3 BR-2 FUIL BATHS
CEILING FANS. AC/HEATER
MAJOR APPLIANCES
$300 SECURTIY DEPOSIT/
$500 PER MONTH
(281) 473-2298 Pager
(281) 463-0668 Home
1226 4th Street
Hempstead, TX

KOPYKO
COPYING AND PRINTING CENTBl
Fax•Ojfsd Printing
Binding•Typadting•and more

MSC - Room 101B
•Telephone 857-4945

•Fax 857-4946

BUY A MEMORY
Older issues of The
Ps!ntherlm1d yearbook
are available for a
nominal fee. Come by
the Student Publications Office, 114A
MSC, write to P.O. Box
2876, Prairie View, TX
77446 or call (409)
857-2132 or 857-4107.

Who was Edward L.
Blackshear ?

:;_· selfby #i~~g'be-yoni:l'his 0W11 lit'e '··
:;\t4 disam:"tij~f:~~tial, euliui-al;.an;a

J.'l,faseer

ehe
ExCET,$35,
Money-BackGuarantee. Ask
your University
Bookstore for
ExCETMaste:r©. Go to:
www.excet_com
or phone: ph
409-962-3100.

""i

Help VVanted

,: kfugiof:thebas'ketbalt:eow:tin soft
· drink comm.el'cials, the wa-y 'Black
_in motion pictures. tli~ mis.concepµons off1i.e

HELP WANTED

%s year, re/race fuS sleps

BLACK HISTORY

M

Men/Women earn $375weekly processing/
asserrt>llng Medical 1.0. Cards at home.
Immediate openings, your local area.
Experience unnecessary, wlU train.
Call Medlcard 1-541-386-5290 Ext 118M

in remembrance, re/fection,
anJ recommilmenl
On April 3 - 5, 1998, individuals
of goodwill from all walks of life
and all parts of the world
will reconvene in Memphis
to remember the man,
to reflect on the message,
and to recommit to the
ideals which remain pivotal
in our ongoing fight for
individual rights.

Take your place among todays leaders
for speeches, symposiums, films, and
music honoring Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. While
through participation and
respect - and the promise
to do more as individuals
and as a society - we aim
to achieve the ultimate
dream. Equality.

GIRLSCOUTS
Summer Camp Counselors
Administrative Staff. N ~
and Lifeguards nccdcd for
Girl Scout resident camps
near Athens. Texas and on
Lake Tcxorna. For more
information, call 972-349-2490
CXL 7020. EOE.
'

Speak your mind,
share your thoughts.
learn a skill, meet
nevv friends and gain
valuable experience!
No previous experience
necessaiy. and open to
students of any major,

Available Now!!

Three Ways. Three Days.
April 3, 4, S, 1998 · Memphis, Tennessee
To register or for more information, call The Commemorative Commission Connecting Community
at 901-527-7277, or write to the CCCC at P.O. Box 3050, Memphis, TN 38173-3050.
info@pilgrimagememphis.org

to keep Prairie
View alum and
supporters informed about
happenings on
"The Hill".
Order The Panther for a minimal fee of $5
this semester or
$13_50 per academic year. Just
call (409)8572132 or 4107.

Jericho March '98

The horns of Jericho will sound in D.C.
By Samantha R. Thomas
!Panther Staff
If you've ever heard the story found in the Bible about how Joshua fought
the battle of Jericho , and how the walls came tumbling down, then you have a good
interpretation of what the Jericho March '98 is all about.
Jericho March '98 will take place in the nation's capital, Washington, D.C.
on March 27. It.s purpose is to free individuals who have been unjustly incarcerated
all across the world, and those who are in exile because of political endeavors.
Participant.s for this march include Amnesty International, which is an
organization whose purpose is freedom fighting, as well as N'COBRA, the National
Coalition of Blacks for Reparations in America and a host of multi-purpose groups
who have made an effort to attend the march.
Locally, the Prairie View A&M University N'COBRA chapter is making
plans to be in that number of participants.

• Blackshear was the fourth
principal of Prairie View
A&M University.
• Blackshear received his
bachelor's degree from
Tabor College of Iowa and
moved to Texas in 1881.
• On arrival in Texas, he served as a school teacher in Bastrop
County.
• His hard work and determination enabled him to climb the
educational ladder and earn the top position as principal of
the Negro High School in Austin.
• In 1897, he was elected principal of the college which he held
untill 1915.
• He was responsible for many of the changes in the
curriculum and physical plant.
• In 1889, the 26th Legislature changed the name of the school
to Prairie View State N onnal and Industrial College to
illustrate expansion of the curriculum which by 1901 began
to include four-year courses of study in education, agricul
ture, home economics, and mechanical arts.
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Songstress Randy Crawford sets the Mood on new album
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Signs of the Times
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ENTERTAINMENT
New movie soundtrack a worthwhile Ride
~ ~ ,.,,..PIM

Veteran singer Randy Crawford aims to tell about "Every Kind ofMood" in 17th album
By Nakita Wanza
Atlantic Records Correspondant

Sultry, seductive and just down right soulful is exactly how Randy Crawford comes
across with her new album "Every Kind of Mood.•
The album features tracks like Rose Royce's classic ballad "Wishing on a Star" and
the charismatic love song "I'd Be An Angel." The spiritual, uplifting song "Unwounded"
is sure to give the broken-hearted inspiration to go on.

TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) It will be difficult
this week to convince family members of the merit of a
business project you're pursuing. Try no to skim the surface. Be thorough and follow through on all details.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) Even if principle is
involved, remember that sometimes others simply forget
what is expected of them. Small problems arise later in the
week with friends. These are easily cleared up by the
weekend.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) Avoid friction with
higher-ups as the week begins. Projects around the house
keep you busy. It's not a good idea this weekend to get
financially involved with a friend's investment scheme.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) Although the social
sector of your life is happily emphasized, you experience
rivalry in romance or let jealous feelings come to the fore.
Negativity is never becoming and doesn't serve you well in
the long run.
VIRGO (August 23 to September 22) New ideas
have you anxious to get started, but impatience could cause
trouble with those around you. Still, you will get ahead. A
weekend social outing proves fascinating.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

Als o an U\'I tem\)o s ong"Axe you Sure" is sure to get those feet tappin' and hands
c\appm to \:he beat..

.

"This is an album filled with many different kinds of adult music. It's good to
listen to while driving or making love. They're just great songs," Crawford said.
This is the 17th album from the veteran songtress and her voice still soothes the
soul and warms the heart.

1. What common insect sets off the epidemic in
"Mimic"?
a.) lady bug
b.) cockroach
c.) fly

5. Sean Penn received an Academy
Award nomination for his role as a
death-row inmate in what film?
a.) Dead Man Walking
b.) Menace II Society
c.) Primal Fear

2. What is the name of the biological counteragent
cre ated by the entomologist and the genetic labs in
"Mimic"?
a.) The Judas Breed
b.) The Colored Man
c.) 1he Letterman

6. Robin Wright played Tom Hanks'
love interest in what box-office smash?
a.) Big
b.) Apollo 13
c.) Forrest Gump

3. Mira Sovino, who stars in "Mimic", won an
Academy Award for her role in what film?
a.) Jurassic Park
b.) Mighty Aphrodite
c.) Titanic

7. Willem Dafoe starred in what 1996
multi-Oscar winning film?
a.) The English Patient
b.) Sch.indler's List
c.) Money Train

4. John Travolta, who stars in She's So Lovely, will
be playing a political figure in what film that is
currently in theaters?
a.) Wild Things
b.) Senseless
c.) Primary Colors

8. Miranda Richardson starred in what
film that had a story line that audiences
were asked to keep a secret?
a.) Pulp Fiction
b.) The Crying Game
c.) Happy Gilmore

The first persons to answer all of the questions ~orrectly will win a video. One video per person
will be given away courtesy Miramax Home Entertainment. Claim your prize by bringing the
correct answers and this issue of the paper to "Th£ Panth£r " office in the MSC, Rm. 114.

. 4IIIL

as

Mental work doesn't go as well anticipated.
Also, judgment is off this week when it comes
to spending on matters of pleasure. You uncharacteristically splurge for some reason.

""ftOltl dtl ,,,_--

© 1998 King Features Synd .. Inc.

2~uestions

Mac.

The hilarious n ew
com~dy Ride, which stars
Malik Yoba (New York Undercover ), F r e dro Starr
(Moesha),
and
John
Witherspoon (The Wayans
Brothers) is due out in theaters later this month, but
the soundtrack, which is one
of the best to hit the airwaves
in a long time is in stores
now.
The
soundt rack
starts off on the right foot
with "The Weekend" performed by R&B singer David
Hollister, and r appers

Redman and Erick Sermon .
The second cut is definitely
soon to be a classic in its own
right-Wu-Tang and Onyx's
"!'he Worst" is just the opposite of its title.
"Blood Money" b y
Noreaga, Nas andNaturekeep
the soundtrack in superstar
status.
"Outta Sight" by newconier Rufus Blaq messes u p

the flow because it demands
you to jump u p and press t he
skip button with the quickness.
All the No Limit Sol-

~01!\1~

'he Panther's current top ten in no particular order
LIBRA (September 23 to October 22) Charm and
persuasiveness serve you well this week. Still, in dealings
with higher-ups, you have to gauge the situation carefully.
Behavior must be appropriate.
SCORPIO (October 23 to November 2) You could be
a bit hard on one friend, though there's a tendency to keep
up with some of your high-stepping friends. You can't have
it both ways. Make the more conservative choice and stick
to a safer routine.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to December 21)
After holding yourself in check for part of the week, there's a
tendency to trip the light fantastic. However, you could
spend a bit more than you'd anticipated. Take steps to
correct this in order to avoid future 'problems.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to January 19) Artistic
types contact the muse and vent their feelings. Enjoy the
company of friends in social settings. This weekend, romance sets the pace as you could be swept off your feet.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to February 18) Behindthe-scenes moves are favored regarding business and
finances. Once you get the work out of the way, you feel a
charge of creative energy. Let your hair down and socialize
this weekend.
PISCES (February 19 to March 20) Important work
gains come early in the week. Later, creative interest
dominate and stir your intellect. Although social life is a
plus over the weekend, you'll also want some time just for
yourself and pet projects.

diers are sure to get crunk on
"Soldier Funk," performed by
Mia X featuring Fiend and
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The r oot of the rap
songs on Ride are mediocre.
The soundtrack really
doesn't pick up until the end
with cuts like "Why" by Eric
Benet and The Roots, and "No
One" by Somethin' For The
P eople featuring Trina &
Tamara. ·
"Can'tGetEnough"by
Raphael Sa,idiq and new
comer Willie Max will have
you lighting the candles and
the incense. The last song on
the soundtrack, "Never Say
Goodbye" by Adriana Evans
and Phife of A Tribe Called
Quest finishes the album off
nicely.
-

Panther Music Ratings:

lii&iih

Start.er+ Rookie

always red'!
19. How docs Slieryl Underwood know wbat tbe Kappas eat?

20. What do you think?

Super s tar

By Bra ndon E. Allen

Open

l. Why is this the only section of The Panlher some of you are reading?
2. Why was Mad Hatta wearing that white windsuit at the celebrity
basketball game?
3. Who forgot to tell him that's not his color?
4. Wasn't it great to hear the words Prairie View and champions in the
same sentence?
5. Was Dr. Hines waiting on El Nino in those flooding referee pants?
6. Why didn't Larenz Tate know what HBCU means?
7. Who was the young woman from Univm;ity of Houston who came to
The Panther Lounge and asked Larenz Tate bow it feels being one of
the only Blade "actresses" in Hollywood? (She asked this question
twice, the same way- DUHHH!)
8. Why was security for 5th Ward Boyz looking like they were ready to
pop mo' than a couple of caps off in the Baby Dome?
9. Whatever happened to the financial aid assembly we were supposed
to have in January?
IO. Why did Brian Dickens look like he was wearing Bruce Bruce' s
Prairie View windbreaker at the celebrity basketball game?
I l . Is student activities now called The Thompson Group?
12. Will there be cheerleaders next' semester? ( ....To be continued)
13. Did anyone give Maurice Perkins (91 .3) props for asking Mad Hatta
(97.9) why he's always hatin' on PY?
14. Where did that part come from in the back of G .T .'s bead?
15. Why is it that the president had two teams in national competitions
(Honda Campus All-Star team and PY Men's B asketball) and showed
up for neither event?
.
16. Did 5th Ward Boyz change the words in their song because
administration was in the house?
17. Why were we the only students on Spring Break during March 9-\3'!
\ 8. What does M ichael Smilh in student activitie do ...why are bis eyea

Behind the Scenes: Talkin'

to Tate

Jt

MicMask

Actor Larenz Tate
entertained
questions from the
audience at
Tuesday night's
Springfest
Panther Lounge

Inside some hold t heir
true self captive for
fear of non-acceptance
And each day, they
clothe themselves as For those who mi-ssed Larenz Tate's appearance here's
the dilly, yo...
mirrors and the world
• In 1983, h e moved from Chicago to Los Angeles to
pursue an acting career.
sees only a reflection of
• He has appeared in six films in 5 years.
its own identity.
• He will star, produce and direct in upcoming films
A million masquerades,
with his two brothers.
• He gave much props to PV's Panther Lounge and
one for all relations
said he would tell the producer of Love Jones how we
and encounters.
successfu.lly replicated the mood of the set's club scene.
•
Look for h im in the upcoming movie "Why Do Fools
Inside live souls crying
Fall in Love." He co-stars in the film with Vivica A.
to. be free
Fox, Lela Rochon and Halle Berry .
•
He believes that giving back to the community begins
Souls crying just to be.

Patrina A. Bostic

with reaching out to his family & extended family
because they too are the community.
• He's currently single.
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SPORTS NEWS

SPORTS NEWS
History from page 1

Tiger Who?

Bowling •em over

Panther golf tees off
for another season
Letitia Powers, Myra Castle,
and Korrie Broomfield, and
Panther Staff
five men Ryan Sweat, Parrish
Batchan, Sean Slade, Robert
Walters, and Landis Clemons.
The 1997-98 Prairie
The team practices
View A&M University every Wednesciay and Thurs(PVAMU) golf season is un- day from 2 to 5 p.m. at the
derway with a new coach and Lawrence Marshall Recrea new commitation Center
ment to win.
"The team {golf) in Hempstead
First
and is trying
hopes to place to negotiate
year coach,
Charles
with the cenhigh in the
McClelland
ter to possibly
(who has been
host a tournaSWAC
playing for five
ment sponrankings .... and sored by Praiyears) is excitedaboutthis
rie View A&M
get an invitation University
year's team's
in
chances ofwinthe
future.
to the National
ningthe SWAC
A C Juniors Golf
tournament.
cording to
With
McClelland,
Association
players like
the
team
hopes
to
place
Sean Slade,
t.
II
ournam
high in the
who started
playing golf in high school, SWAC rankings this year and
and Parrish Batchan, who shot to get an invitation to the Naa 76 with a Par 4, placing tional Juniors Golf Associasecond in the first round and tion Tournament in Atlanta,
sixteenth in the second round GA where college teams from
out of 35 players in the Presi- all across the country get nadential Invitational the Pan- tional exposure and funds to
thers have a positive outlook. help improve their school's golf
The women finished program.
PVAMU's golf team's
ninth, and the men in fifth
next
tournament
is in Greenplace.
wood,
Mississippi
at the JubiThis year's team conlee
Invitational,
March 25
sists of five women Michelle
Hightower, Marie Halley, through 27.

By St.ephen C. Price

Fore!

The 1998 Sou~w_estern Athle~c Conference Basketball Champions pose with their trophy and certificates of apprec1auon. left to nght front row- Sylvester Lilly, Jocquinn Arch, Kevin Bell Saladin
Bilodeau, DeCedric Giron, Jamarcus Graves and Head Coach Elwood Plummer; second ~ow-Asst.
Coach Ed Phillips, King Whetstone, Larry Batie, Julius Marble, Landon Rowe, Aron Thompson, Omari
Traylor, Student Asst. Keith Mowbray, Marlon Hopkins, Student Asst. Marquis Patton and Tamarron
Sharpe.

$160,000, and the

~ability>

.-. -,:c=,

no matter wh~ Plummer''
. -_,._. Plummir is
.bl'lflg!! to thep:tograini Lilly
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other 40 percent will be distributed among the other
SWAC schools to help insure
future perpetuation of the financially-strapped conference.
Plummer lamented
that despite the recent influx
of money there are no foreseeable plans to increase the
3.3 scholarships currently
available to his program; although, he admits he is lobbying with the president to eventually raise that number to
13.
Currently, scholarship money is placed in the
general athletics fund to help
sustain the schools' other
sports on campus like golf, volleyball, tennis, and track that
do not generate enough revenue to support themselves
yet are required to maintain
the schools' division 1-A rating.
Without this rating which the NCAA uses to dete'Tmine a schools level ofcompetitiveness - Prairie View
would not have been allowed
to compete in the NCAA tournament at all.
Despite this fact, there

are mixed feelings in the athletic department in regard to
how the money should be
spent.
"In my personal opinion at least half ofit should be
earmarked specifically for the
basketball program." said Dr.
John Mayes, head trainer for
PVAMU's sports medicine department.
"But looking at it realistically, putting it all back
into the department will offset the budget shortfalls we
tend to suffer throughout the
year and will also enhance the
other sports on the yard."
Eric Gaither, triple
and long jumper for the
PVAMU track team who disagrees with the proposed expenditure of the funds stated
"I, as an athlete feel that th~
basketball program is entitled
to all that money."
Continuing• Gaither
said, "Those basketball players earned it. It should be
spent in whatever ways they
believe necessary to support
their program."
When asked if he
thought track could exist on
campus without taking from
other programs like basket-

ball Gaither responded,
'Track and field is a money
sport. Next to soccer, it attracts more international interest than football. The problem with lazy Americans is
that they have equipped themselves with neither the knowledge or motivation to properly
market track and field."
Lack ofmoney has not
seemed to hurt the recruitment efforts of the school, and
in fact, the international attention garnered from the
NCAA tournament has apparently made it a little easier.
According to assistant
basketball coach Robert
Vanderbilt, there has been
interest expressed by athletes
ofboth the University of Houston and The University of
Texas to transfer to Prairie
Views program.
Also, according to
coach Plummer, there is interest from premium overseas players as well as those
domestic players any program would love to have, with
heights ranging from 5'7 to
6'11.
"Right now," said
Plummer "Prairie View is red
hot."

Congratulations SWAC Champions
from our Prairie View Panther Staff

PV AMU's first women's bowling team look second place at the Southwestern Athletic Conference
(SW AC) Tournament and are shown above posing with their trophies fo\\owing the Western
Conference Division playoff against Texas Southern Univesity which qualified them to attend the
SW AC tournament.
left to right: front row- Head Coach A.hc,a Pete. Fal..i h,a Fnn"kl.i._n and
•
ch m\ Peu!. r ·
second row- Tamika Prentiss; third row- Natasha Granshcny. Adrian Judge. Lucretia Dc1ohn.
Athletic Director Clifton Guilliard, Tiffany Reeder, andShayla Mickens.
I
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Effort beyond fatigue, equals conditioning"

Team motto stresses perserverance to become champions
by Santee's Bowers
Panther Satff

Santee's: What does the team motto 'effort beyond fatigue, equals conditioning',
by Coach Hoover J. Wright mean?

Eric Gaither, senior triple jumper: It means that when individuals get tired, can no
longer breath, or move their legs, to perservere is to be a champion and to quit is to be
mediocre.
·

Santee's: What is expected from the track team when they compete in the Prairie
View Relays?
Michael Conley, sophomore sprinter: Despite El Nino and other unexpected weather
changes, Prairie View should expect quality performances because we have proficient
coaches and training.
Santee's: Originally being the oldest team in the Southwestern Athletic Conference, what strategies do the coaches use to prepare each athlete?
Nathaniel Gross, sophomore 400 and mile relay: As individuals we warm-up before
the coaches arrive, then coach Hoover J. Wright puts us through a track schedule that
he's been using for 30 years. We practice on the same exercises everyday, only each time
we become stronger.

Santee's: Being 1998 SWAC champions, is there any room for improvement?
Marlin Hargrove, sophomore high hurdle and long jumper: Although we are the
first track team at Prairie View to win the SWAC indoor, there is always room for improvement. Composed primarily of sophomores, we have time to grow as a teaDi because
we are never satisfied with each performance.
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CAMPUS NEWS

HAPPENINGS OF THE WEEK

In Brief
Fuld Fellowship honors McDowell,
Prairie View's own student nurse
Houston, TX

The Prairie View
A&M University College of
Nursing recently acknowledged its pride as related to
student nurse, Mattie
McDowell. McDowell is a
1998 recipient of the Fuld
Fellowship and Helene Fund
Health Trust Award for
which 51 nursing students
from a pool of 300 nominees
were selected from all over

the United States.
Recipients of the
Fuld Fellowship were
nominated by their nursing
school.
McDowell will
attend the 1998 National
Student Nurses' Association
in Cincinnati, Ohio in April,
and she will also attend the
17th International Career
Congress in Rio de Janeiro
Brazil, August, 1998.

'Rights of passage' emphasizes
principles of managing adolescence
young people are our
San Diego, CA
communitys most valuable
resources," said Emily D.
The Mobil Oil
African American Women on Gunter, facilitator of the
Girls Rites of Passage
Tour (AAWO'r) wil1 offer its
program for AAWOT, and
Rites of Passage programs
for gir\s, women, and for the author of "Superlearning
n.nt time, bo-ys, durin~ its

1998 conference series in
Los Angeles, CA, April 2426; Detroit, MI, May 29-31;
Philadelphia, PA, June 5-7;
New York, NY, July 10-12;
Washington, DC, August 2123; and Atlanta, GA, August
28-30.
The Rites of Passage
program will emphasize to
young Black girls and boys
the principles of love, peace,
honor, and respect, and how
to successfully manage the
challenges of adolescence,
such as peer pressure,
personal identity and
commitment to learning.
"We know that

MM - ❖ ··:fN❖&·:f-❖%2-·\·@·&❖ ~&'·S- ¾·M M

2000: A Personal Handbook
for the Lifelong Lea.rner•, on
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Gamma
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Sigma
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$50
Gamma
Sigma
SigmaCan Food
Drive
(Daytime)
International
Student
Oorganizatioo
-Campus
Clean-up

Finan-

Gamma
Sigma
Sigma
Can Food
Drive
(Daytime)

Purple
&Gold
Day

3
Gamma
Sigmas
igma .:Can
Food Drive
(Daytime)

5

4
Gamma
Sigma
SigmaCan Food
Drive
(Daytime)

6p.m.
Houston·,
7p.m. Zeta
Society
of
Phi Beta- 8:00
5p.m.
Performing Seminar
Houston
a.m.
and
Visual
Baptist
Delta
University Arts
7:30p.m.
Sigma
Concert
vs.
Miss
ThetaPVAMU7p.m. Phi PVAMU ElBeta Sigma Pageant
ephant
- Seminars

10:45 a.m.
Ecumenical
services at
Johnson
Phillips
All-Faiths
Chapel

Breast from page 8
The initial procedure for
treatment is usually a
masectomy where breast
tissue and chest muscle is
removed. If the cancer has
already spread to lymph
glands, it is removed
through a process called
lumpectomy.
After surgery,
radiotherapy and chemotherapy are suggested as
treatments to stop reoccurrence and treat cancer if it is
still in existence. Complications after surgery has
included fluid retention in

COMIC
RELIEF
;;w ?S
@ •(

%:1&

the arms, shoulder functioning problems, and pain
where surgery was performed.
To test for risk of
breast cancer, men are
encouraged to have regular
doctor exams, blood chemistry, imaging, and bone
scans.
Persons wanting to
help with the fight against
breast cancer in men can use
the internet to contact the
Men's Crusade Against
Breast Cancer, an organization that was initiated in
1992 at the Lombardi
Cancer Center at

the foundation of the
program is based.
Re-schedulin
"These programs are
intensive academic, holistic
empowering experiences for
the purpose of human
development. We expect
every child who passes
through these programs to
be successful by applying the
principles they learn."
For registration
information, call AAWOT at

Georgetown University
Medical Center with the ·
help of Dr. Sandra M.
Swain.
The center's goal is
to help with the prevention
and cure of breast cancer
through increased education,
research, and family support.

Psych from page 5
supervistion of Dr. Keith
Washington, sponsors Afrikan
Fitness Fridays, an Afrikan
drumming and dance class for
faculty, staff, and students.
The class is held every Friday
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Announcement

X W U S R H P

The annual Mr. Prairie View Pageant
has been re-scheduled to April 16.

1-800-560-AAWT (2298),

E-mail at
aawot@mindspring.com, or
visit the web site at
www .aawot.com.
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run In
, all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
FIND AT LEAST t DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PANELS.
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Sabouni honored with Regents Professor
Service Award by Board of Regents
College Station, TX

Associate dean, director of the College of Engineering and Architecture and professor of architecture at Prairie
View A&M Univeristy, Dr. Ikhlas Sabouni, has been presented the distinguished, meritorious Regents Professor
Service Award.
Dr. Sabouni has served in her present position since
1994. She began her tenure at the univeristy in 1989, as an
assistant professor in the Colleg of Engineering and Architecture. In 1994, Dr. Sabouni was promoted to associate
professor and to professor earlier this year.
Her accomplishments include: obtaining more than
$1 million in research and developing grants; creating
career opportunities for students and establishing a Women
in Architecture chapter at PVAMU.
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through April 3, 1998 at the p.m. in Delco, Room 217 or
New Gym (dance studio) from contact the chapter President,
5-6:30p.m.
Rebecca Johnson or the chapFuture activities of ter Advisor, Dr. Janice Beal,
the organization include spon- at 857-2312.
soring its Sixth Annual Spring
Forum, providing an Easter
Only one more
activity for the children of the
Julia C. Hester House in Hous- Afrikan drumming
ton, and holding an Awards/ and dance class
Recognition Program for all
who have helped make this remaining for the
semester a success.
university commuFor any psychology
nity. Classes will
majors, minors, and/or interested persoruiin the Psychol- end on April 3.
ogy Club/Association of Black
Psychologists, meetings are
held every Wednesday at 4-

MAGICMAZE

Walk
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RhoSafety
Seminar

•
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Bolling

8'aclclsh
Clean

a ..,

MORE THAN
75 PERCENT
OF AFRICAN•
AMERICAN
ADULTS ARE
LACTOSE
INTOLERANT.
Meaning - can't
.,._~,•
digest dairy products.

Merit based scholarships are availabl& to 1flasa who qualify. Our scholarships pay
full tuition, university fas, tcxtboalcs and ymr Wlifarms are provided for free.
Also, all scholcrship winners receiw a narthly stipend of $150.00 per month. If
you have what it taka and are interested in a putaatlal cm ecr as a Na..-al or Marine
Corps Offica', contact LTTerrcnc& 1hamas an campus at {«l9) 857-2310 ar drop
by the Naval 5cienca Building.
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Cloudy
Cold
Dirty

Icy

Hot

Rough

Muddy
Murley

ACROSS
I Just
adorable
5 State of

matter
8Ncclclace

component
12 Pinnacle
13 "A Chorus
Linc" song
14 Wedding

shower?
15 Route
number
of nolC
11 Pear\
locale
18 Nab
19 He makes
an impression
21 Pub
beverage
22 Revue
segment
23 Stcmward
26 Polar
employee
28 McEnroe's

52 Number
feared by
triskaidckaphobics
54 Chip in
a chip
55 Trench
56 Sax type
57 "The Say
Hey Kid"
58 Trivutc in
verse
59 Not so
much

DOWN
I Docket
entry

2-anns
(angry)

3 Libretto
4 Additional
5N.T.
openers
6 Blackbird
7 Battlers

10.l,VM iO SMOI.L.&1'113530

throughout time
8 Shoring
up
9Agc of
adulthood,
usually
lO"God's
Umlc-"
11 Cherished
16 Eli's alma

mater
20Ring
decision
23 Every last
crumb
24Egg-yung
link
25 Half a fin
27 Dandy ·

29 Uruguayan's
year
30 Started
32 Fairyland

figures
34 Notwithstanding
37No
teetotaler
39 Jetty
42D.C.
subway
44 Bottom
line
45 Made like

Ripper
46 Tennis'

Mandlikova
48 Soccer
legend
49 Reply to
"Shall
we?"
SO Adam's
grandson
53 Cisneros'
dept.
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Disorderly conduct reduces behavior of college young adults to school-age children
By Joyce Dixon
Panther Staff

Spring has arrived,
pushing off the icy hug of
winter. Shorts and sun
dresses have replaced those
oppressing sweaters,
turtlenecks and overcoats.
The reserved manner of
winter has given way to the
spring fever that's in the
arr.
Many students in
search of a good time dug
out their water guns, loaded
them up, headed outside for
a day of fun in the sun,
aimed and fired.
To most, there is
nothing wrong with this and
they are right until an
innocent bystander gets
caught in the crossfire and
has to run away soaking

\

wet while those around are
laughing as if they were
watching an episode of
Martin.
Because of these
actions, there is now posted
on the door of Drew Hall a
warning that anyone caught
on campus with a water gun
will be charged with disorderly conduct and their
water guns will be confiscated.
Now, I don't know
about you, but as a student,
I was rather embarrassed
and appalled to say the least
when I read the sign. Not
because the authorities are
infringing on our rights to
have a good time, but
because the students I once
had so much trust in have
let me down.
Are the students of
Prairie View irresponsible
little children that cannot go

outside and play without our as visitation in dormitory
'mommies' watching our
rooms. They feel that we
every step calling out behind cannot be trusted with a
us, "Put that down!", "Don't
responsibility of such magnido that!", "That's not nice"?
tude (which is a well
Do we not know how to act
founded opinion in some
upon receiving a new toy
cases).
and have
As soon as
to go
they turn
bragging
their backs,
You know the old some of you
and
showing it
are sneaksaying, "one bad
to everying your
apple destroys the boyfriends
one in the
neighboror girlwhole bunch."
hood?
friends into
your rooms.
Until recently, I
We all want to be
thought we were just the
treated as adults and that
opposite; however, my peers
will only come when we start
leave me no choice but to
'acting our ages and not our
hang my head in disappoint- shoe sizes.' We must also
ment.
realize that an obligation
It is no wonder that
comes with the title of adult
those in authority over us
to carry ourselves as such.
will not give us other priviDoQ.'t get me wrong,
leges we so often crave such
I'm not trying to rain on

your parade because I too
like to have a good time.
However, my good times do
not come at the expense of
my peers.
I am just asking you
to act responsibly. When you
are out there playing with
your water guns and you see
a beautiful young sister or
even a handsome young
brother passing by, don't
think of it as a chance for a
free-for-all.
Let them pass and
then resume having your
fun.
In the long run,
every student on campus
will suffer for the wrong
doings of the few who do not
know any better.
You know the old
saying, "one bad apple
destroys the whole bunch."
So please take my
advice - GROW UP!
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1221 FARR STREET - WALLER TX 77484
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"CARE FOR TIIE WHOLE FAMILY UNDER ONE ROOF"

- Comprehensive Family Care - Pediatric Care - Physical t--ams Im muruzanons
· ·
- Sports/School Physicals - Well Baby Care - Minor Emergency Care- Internal Medicine - Circumcision
(abrasions, lacerations, etc.)
•

£,II.

-

• If you do not see your insurance company listed below or
questions about our participation in your insurance, please call

The Clinic Accepts:
I. Acaxdia Small Busi...,
2. Acaiullable Heahb
J. Aetu Mau1ec1 a.oice
◄. Aetu Open Oloice
5. Affib11ed H...Jth Care
6. Affordable Medical Ne1worb
7. Alban« Health Providers
8. Albee! Benelil Systems, Inc.
9. American Exchange Life lnsuran« Co.
10. American General Health Plu
11 Amen ca a Group Adm, n111ra1ors
12. Amencan IDJWIDce Co. of Tew
13. Amencan MedJcal Secw,1y
!4 Amencan Pioneer Life ln1wuce Co.
1.5. Amencan Reserve
16. Anthem Health Plan
17. APWU

"· Bnec11Strea
19_ BeneGc Plu.20. Blue Oioice
21. Blue Cron/Blue Shidd al TX
22. Booa Chapman
23. Capp Care Network
24. Centnl Suurity Life IIU\Dllee Co
25. ~
.
26. Choice JOO
27. Cipa Companie,
21. CNA Compuue,
29 Cos1 Care
30. Crow■ Life
31. EBP Health Plans
32. EDS Heahh Benefit Plans
3l EllllX Southwest
34. Fed Select
JS. Fust Health
36. GEHA
37. Golde ■ Rule Life

,
0 1

r/r more
ftav~ any .
mfonnabon.

38. Gre.t1 Fidelity Life
39. Health AdmilUJlralioa Services
-40. Health Advantace
41. Health C•e Albue

42. Health Care Compare
43. Health Compare Affordable
44. H... lth Nd Provider
4.5_ Health Panner
46. Health Select
47
· Health Ruk Malllgemenl
43
· HEC (Heal th Ecooonua) Soled
49. Hill Coun11y life huwuce Compuy
.50. Home Life
51 . Houston Hulth Care Pllrchas1a1 Ors.
.52. Humana Health Care Plans
.5J. JBS
54. Jefferson PIiot

Jeffenon Life luuru.ce Company
John Alden
Joh■ Hancock Advutase Plu
John Hancock
umar Life
60. Liberty Mutual
61. M11111ed Health Care
62. M
edicaid
63. Med Corp Southwes1, Inc.
6◄. MedJcare
6.5. Mesa We
66. Mid-Con11nen1 Medical
67. Memorial Health Ne1work
61. Memonal Sarter, of Chan1y
69. Met life
70. Meua Heahh
7
I Moo11cello Life Insurance Company
72. MOlorola Health Plan
73 Muiual of Omaha

.5.5.
56.
.57.
.51.
.59.

74. Na~ODa) Au1omatic Sprinkler ID«Utry
75. NauoeaJ Foundaaio■ Life Jnsur&DCe Co.
76. Natiooal Health Care Alhuce
77. Nonhwest Houston Providers Alliance
71. Nonhwu1ern National Life
79. NYL Care (PPO)
10. One Health Plan oC Tuu
II. PPOoCTeus
12. Philadelphia Life
83. Phoenia • Home Life
14. Preferred H... lth Network
85. Preferred Plan of TX
86. Pruidenual Life Jnswance Co
17. Priva1e llealth Cue Systems ·
II. Provident Life
19. Regn

90.
91.
92.
93.

SanUJ Repon (PPO)
Sierra Health
Southwest Home Life Jn,urance
Standard luurance Company
94. S111deo1 lnsursnce
95. Tareco, Inc. (PPO)
96. Tareco PPO &EPO
97. Tuu Municipal Leacue
91. The Lumizel Corporation
99. Time Life
JOO. TIPHO
IOI. Travelers
102. USA Hulth Network
103. Un1care
104. Uniled Payers & ProVJders Inc
105. Washin11on Na11onal
'
106. Wnrkmen Compc:n~11tnn

